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Personal, one off trauma - car accident,
death in the family, redundancy
Personal ongoing trauma – mental health
issues in the family, sudden death of a child

TRAUMA

Some issues cover all
of these – racism
Uncovering one trauma
can set off others.

Collective trauma – war, pandemic
Intergenerational trauma- slavery,
migration, family secrets
Systemic trauma - struggles within
organisational or family systems.

T H E BR A I N

Ideally thoughts are filed in parts of the
neocortex – but if there is shock it can get
filed by mistake in the red brain. The red
brain seeks to protect us by remembering
what led up to the trauma and trying to avoid
it. It is also trigger happy, leading to unhelpful
behaviours at inappropriate times.

• For those of us who work in, with or on behalf
of the natural world, our identity is often
firmly wound up with our environmental ideas,
beliefs, desires - its how we live our lives. When nature takes a knock, we take a knock
and can become depleted and hurt.
• When a species becomes extinct, we grieve,
especially if we have studied or been part of
that species’ story.
• It is crucial that we look after ourselves and
one another - having difficult conversations
well is part of that.

IDENTITY

• With skill we can also have difficult
conversations with those we feel we have
nothing in common with (because of course
that is never true… )

Withdrawn/Hopeless

Seemingly irrationally angry

POSSIBLE
BEHAVIOURS

Fixed on an idea

Quick changes in behaviour
What you might see in a room where
trauma was present (see Flinga board)

Self-sabotaging

Grounding activities, nature
Breaks and food
FACILITATOR
TOOLS

Breath exercises
Movement, shaking, stretching

What helps us move around
trauma and soothe the behaviours
– see Flinga board.

Present, past, present, future

FOOD AND CONNECTION

From Multi-Story Water, a project to get people to think about the very real risk of flooding.

HISTORY, TIME AND LIGHT
TOUCH
In multi-Story Water we used personal and local histories, bringing people together, with fun, nature, science, food, culture

HOW TO BE WITH TRAUMA

Calm/composed

curious and creative

compassionate

Courageous

A PACE CONVERSATION IS:

Playful (Practice – its hard to start with!)
Accepting (listen, what’s the background?)
Curious (explore together – “I wonder…”)
Empathetic (imagine how they feel and acknowledge it.)
Based on PACE parenting, created by Dan Hughes, a key skill in attachment theory in
children

KEY
CONCEPTS

Pause – the
breath before
reacting

Look after
yourself first

Work with a
team - “I wonder
whether… “

"What
happened?"
"How do you
feel?"

What fires
together wires
together

Empathy dissolves
shame

FINDING THE GAP

(FOR
T H O S E W H O D O N ’ T K N OW M E )

• I have worked for 25 years in environmental conflict resolution, living in
London, in jungles and up mountains (and with orangutans). From 2004 until
now I’ve helped the UK central government to develop meaningful public
dialogue and engagement on ethically complex policy.
• A few years ago, I also took on the most difficult conversations of all – with my
adoptive son, undertaking years of training and support around trauma.
• Based on original research from a team at Bristol University, I’m currently
writing training for adults and professionals on how to have difficult
conversations with children who have experienced trauma and abuse. (out
March 2021). I was surprised Social Workers weren’t trained in this stuff…
• Just as there was a gap in Social Workers knowledge about difficult
conversations, so in science and environmental communication we sometimes
fail to connect. A trauma-informed approach in these uncertain and worrying
times will increase connection, and the power of our messages as well as help
us look after ourselves and our teams.

Questions?
The official training for professionals and parents having
difficult conversations with children who have traumatic
pasts will be out 31st March 2021, managed and delivered
by professional agencies, supported by me.

This a tiny snapshot of what help
is possible for having difficult
conversations around the
environment.
Please get in contact for
training, mentoring and talks.
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Work on environmental difficult conversations is in
gestation – if you have example conversations to
help frame it or ideas about funding and amplifying
the messages please get in touch.
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